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ABSTRACT

Temporal classification of Web contents requires a “notion”
about them. This is particularly relevant when contents con-
tain several dates and a human “interpretation” is required
in order to chose the appropriate time point. The dating
challenge becomes even more complex, when images have
to be dated based on the content describing them. In this
paper, we present a novel time-stamping approach based on
semantics derived from the document. To this end, we will
first introduce our experimental dataset and then explain
our temporal reconciliation pipeline. In particular, we will
explain the process of temporal reconciliation by incorpo-
rating information derived from named entities.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Anal-
ysis and Indexing

General Terms

Experimentation, Measurement
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the era of the Web 2.0 and its social media, a“new”kind

of user has emerged: the prosumer (producer and consumer
at the same time). These users produce digital contents at
a tremendous speed across all social media platforms. Com-
monly, these contents also contain images, which come from
various sources, such as modern digital cameras but also re-
sult from digitalization by scanners. As such, these images
cover different periods of time and carry interesting tempo-
ral information about places, people, events, facts, etc.

A problem inherent to social media contents and - in par-
ticular - the images they contain is proper dating. Although
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novel cameras and scanners enable users to automatically
date the contents, in reality this information is often faulty
since devices are not properly set-up. Particularly in digi-
talization the date captured is often the digitalization date

rather than the real taken date. This leads to contents that
carry inconsistent temporal information and thus cannot be
properly exploited.

2. CONCEPTUAL APPROACH
Our hypothesis is that the real temporal information of a

photo is carried inside both the image itself and - if existing
- the surrounding text. However, “timestamping” an image
based on its surrounding text is a non-trivial task: the date
might not be explicitly mentioned, it may describe a differ-
ent aspect or there may actually be several dates from which
to choose. In such cases, a human is commonly able to “in-
terpret” the content and identify the proper time point. To
this end, the human exploits the semantics of the content
and applies the knowledge about it for temporal alignment.

With the emergence of knowledge bases such as DBpe-
dia [1], Freebase [2], or YAGO [9] factual knowledge about
named entities has become machine-readable. We therefore
“mimic” the human behavior by exploiting information de-
rived from the named entities for temporal reconciliation.

3. DATASET
We collected a dataset of Web pages containing images

retrieved by google images according to a particular set of
“temporal queries”. To build these queries we have selected
a set of 50 towns that were elected in a MasterCard study
of the top 10 Destination Cities by International Overnight

Visitors inside 5 regions of the globe. We followed the idea
from Dias et al. [3] to build the queries by adding to each
town name a year in the time-range from 1820 to 2010:
Query = “a town name” + “a year” .

To compile a gold standard, we hired 3 annotators, who
first had to determine whether or not photographs were pic-
turing a street view. For those pictures that each annotator
identified as a street view, they were further asked to iden-
tify the proper year. The year stemming from the query is
indeed not always the true year of the photograph since the
4 digits can for instance represent image size (in pixels), or
even be a year that is simply not the year when the picture
was taken. Table 1 gives an overview on the extracted infor-
mation. We can observe in the second part of Table 1 that
the annotators find temporal information mostly from the
content of the web page. This gives the insight that a proper
use of this information and its embedded knowledge could



Collection and Annotations

towns (all areas) 50
years covered (from-to) 190 (1820-2010)
annotations made 55737
positive street annotations 15944
images annotated as street 6947

Date obtained from

inside the page 4071 (25.53%)
image file name 1629 (10.22%)
image alt 76 (0.48%)
page title 69 (0.43%)
image title 46 (0.29%)
other:not found, errors etc. 10053 (63.05%)

Table 1: Dataset Statistics

lead to good automatic methods. In addition, metadata is
generally insufficient. For example, the temporal informa-
tion from EXIFs metadata on our dataset was only available
for 25% of the images, and it was mostly inaccurate (all the
timestamps were recent ones).

4. TEMPORAL RECONCILIATION
We now describe our reconciliation pipeline.

a) Clean pages and extract image position We have
cleaned the pages from scripts, html tags, styles. . . with
a series of regular expressions and converted them into
UTF-8 encoding. Simultaneously we have detected
and stored the position of the image in the original
page and in the clean page.

b) Extract temporal information and positions In
order to extract temporal information such as dates,
decades or periods of time from text we use regular
expressions of 3 forms respectively the YYYY, YYY0s

and YYYY-YYYY forms.

c) Extract named entities and explore temporal

facts Extraction of semantic temporal information is
based on AIDA [6], which disambiguates named en-
tities onto the YAGO2 knowledge base [5]. These
named entities enable us to extract semantics about
the content. In particular, we incorporate relations
that carry temporal information inside the yagoLiter-

alFacts (such as“wasDestroyedOnDate”, “wasBornOn-

Date”etc. ), which we use for temporal reconciliation.

The final step of our pipeline is where our system “mim-
ics” human behavior. In this phase we accept or reject the
prediction based on its accordance with the temporal rec-
onciliation. To this end, we make use of starting tempo-
ral relations (such as “wasBornOnDate”) to determine the
lower bound of a temporal area of acceptance and respec-
tively do the same with ending relations to determine the
higher bound. The example shown in Figure 1 illustrate
a case where we will discard such prediction based on the
Temporal Reconciliation period of confidence.

5. INITIAL RESULTS
Based on the dataset described in Section 3 we conducted

experiments on the dating of images. As a “baseline”we im-
plemented an approach that dates the image based on the

Figure 1: Example of the Temporal Reconciliation

closest time mentioned in the surrounding text. With an ac-
curacy of about 61% this baseline implementation already
gives a fairly good quality. When incorporating our tempo-
ral reconciliation method based on the temporal knowledge
derived from the contained named entities as described in
Section 4, initial experiments show that temporal reconcili-
ation significantly improves precision.

6. RELATED RESEARCH
Early methods in temporal classification of images where

manual methods based on the physical photographic medium
that have evolved through time. Kodak proposed the first
automatic method using both sides of the image by detecting
watermarks or paper references over or back-printed on the
images. The first automatic method using visual features
has been proposed recently by Palermo et al. [8]. Following
this approach other temporal color evolution feature based
methods were proposed by [4]. Martin et al. [7] proposed an
ordinal classification framework which addresses the prob-
lem in a more adapted manner focusing on the ordinal nature
of this problem.

7. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we presented a novel timestamping approach

that “mimics”human behavior by exploiting information de-
rived from the named entities. As we have reported in Sec-
tion 5 our initial results are quite promising and show sig-
nificant improvement. However, this temporal reconciliation
comes at a price: while we gain in precision, we loose in re-
call. Future research now aims at increasing both precision
and recall.
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